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Jump Start Overview

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) can extend
your Hyperion Financial Reporting (HFR) capabilities. Are you limited
in the number of data rows you can return? Do you need better
enterprise-level reporting? OBIEE brings unmatched power, along
with comprehensive reports, charts and dashboards, to the table.

AST enables rapid
implementation of Oracle
solutions in 6-10 weeks with
greater time-to-value and
minimal risk. Our proven
methodology is based on
best practices and
provides:

OBIEE integrates with your existing Essbase to achieve:
Faster Query Response—OBIEE achieves “speed-of-thought” query
response times through the power of Essbase.

– Standardized Approach
– Targeted Analysis

User-Defined Dashboards—Customize OBIEE to group reports in a
single view, by department or by functional subject area.

– Readiness Checklist
– Installation/Provisioning

Enhanced Visualization—Rich, intuitive, crisp views that heighten
the user experience and promote maximum productivity.

– Base Configuration
– User Training/Knowledge

Transfer

Advanced Calculations—A highly advanced calculation engine
handles simple aggregations or complex cross-dimensional
allocations out-of-the-box.

AST Jump Start Options

Trend Analysis and Write-back—Identify trends and relationships to
produce forecasts and what-if scenarios.

– Enhanced Hyperion

Reporting Jump Start
– BI Cloud Services (BICS)

Fully-Leveraged Toolset—Capitalize on existing OBIEE licenses if you
have them, or AST will work with you to obtain discounted pricing.

Jump Start
– Oracle Analytics Jump
Start
Get better, faster data with
quick business analytics
from Oracle and AST for
your entire organization or
individual departments. You
decide which critical
information has the highest
priority and how best to
visualize it. AST helps you
plan and configure the
tools.

We focus precisely on deploying OBIEE to use multidimensional data
sources, allowing the BI Server to connect to sources such as OLAP.
Organizations benefit from the legendary reporting and analytical
services of OBIEE while streamlining performance and
complex calculations in Essbase.
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